
YOUR MISSION
Build the next unicorn business concept and  
pitch it to high-profile investors. 

Who will create the winning pitch  and raise  the 
most money?

3. DRAW OFFERING CARD AND 
COMBINE CARDS

5 mins

Next, pick an offering card. This indicates the 
kind of product or service you are offering to 
your customers. Now combine the three cards:

We are the (business model) of (offering). 
Our innovation is driven by the megatrend of 
(megatrend). 

4. THE CHALLENGE BEGINS
20 mins

The challenge begins. You have 20 mins to create 
a Unicorn idea. Use the cards as a starting point 
and invent the rest as a team. You will create 
a winning pitch of max 3 mins which you will 
present to a prestigious investor panel.

The challenge duration can be adapted according 
to time available and progress of the group. If the 
Unicorn slideshow timer is not applicable, use 
your phone or  other timer to monitor progress.

5. NEW INVESTORS IN TOWN
10 mins

You hear new information via the grapevine 
that an investor conference is taking place, 
during which you will pitch your innovation. 

Deal 6 Investor Persona Cards to each team 
(one of each persona).

Look at the 6 Investor Persona cards and decide 
which one you will want  to attract. You need to 
make sure  your story will attract this investor 
persona, while staying attractive to others as 
well. Pick your chosen investor persona card 
and make sure your pitch is ready in 10mins!

PLAYING TIME
     60–90 mins

PREPARATIONS
    Choose a game master to run  the game

    Download game presentation (ppt)

    Download and print investment recording   
    sheets (with small groups you can use hand- 
    written notes)

Game materials:  
www.worldofinsights.co/unicorn

TEAM FORMATION
The Unicorn is a team game. Theoretically,  you 
can play as individuals, but we  recommend 
teams of 2 to 6 players. You can have up to 5 
teams  or 30 players with one deck.

GAME ON
After forming the teams, start the game by 
inviting players to build  new Unicorn ideas and 
innovative businesses. Explain briefly how long 
the game lasts (e.g. show timeline slide on ppt). 
Don’t reveal in the beginning, that the players will 
themselves become the investors.

1. DRAW MEGATREND  CARD
3 mins

Ask the teams to reflect:  ”What do you know    
about  this megatrend?”

2. DRAW BUSINESS MODEL CARD
3 mins

Ask the teams to reflect:  What do you know 
about  this Unicorn and how they  make money?
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The
Unicorn Game

A storytelling game for teams.

Think like a startup and  
create incredible innovations



6. STEP INTO THE INVESTORS’ SHOES
5 mins

Surprise! You are the investors. You are now 
given a chance to stand in the shoes of an 
investor. 

Take back the team investor cards and put all 
investor cards together.Mix the cards and ask 
each player to pick a card from the deck. Note! 
If they have picked the investor card their team 
is pitching to,  pick another card.

Everyone is given $10M to invest in the Unicorns.  
While you listen to the pitches, make notes and 
at the  end, record your investment decisions. 
You can invest full millions and you can’t invest 
in your own team.

Before we pitch, spend two minutes getting 
familiar with your investor persona and write 
down on the sheet some thoughts about what 
will you be looking for in the pitches.

7. PITCHING TIME
3 mins per team

It’s pitching time. Which team  wants to go first?

Write the names of the teams  on a flipchart in 
pitching order. 

8. MAKE YOUR INVESTMENT 
DECISIONS

3 mins 

Now we have seen all the pitches. Time to 
make your investment decisions. Remember 
you have $10M to invest and you can  divide it 
between the  teams as you see best  according 
to your  investment criteria.  You are not allowed 
 to invest in your  own team.

9. DECIDING THE WINNER
3 mins

Ask each team which investor persona they 
were trying to attract and write the name of the 
persona next to their team name on the flipchart.

While the jury is out calculating the results, you 
can take a moment in your team to debrief and 
reflect on your performance.

While teams are discussing, calculate results (Tip: 
download excel template from worldofinsights.
co/unicorn). Double the investments any team 
received from the Investor Persona which they 
were trying to attract.

10. CONGRATS TO THE WINNERS!
When results are ready,  
you can reveal  the winner.

Congratulations to  
the winning team!

POST–GAME DEBRIEF
After the game experience is over, it  is good to 
reflect on the learning in mixed groups: 

—   What insights did you gain? 

—   How did you work as a team? 

—   What did you learn about pitching and 
storytelling? 

—   What ideas could you take back into your own 
work?

Ask players to write down individually  one key 
insight to take-away into action and thank them 
for taking part in the experience.

THANK YOU!
World of Insights
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